Experimental setup
In the experiment, a soda-lime glass was selected as the workpiece material. The cutting tool is a single crystal diamond with a nose radius of 1.5 mm and a rake angle of -15 degree. The experiment was conducted on shaper machine, which was developed by the authors [5] . The workpiece was set with the inclination rate of 5 m/30mm. Therefore, the depth of cut increased gradually in the feed direction. Figure 3 and 4 show the photograph of groove, cross section profile and cutting forces generated in orthogonal cutting and torsional vibration cutting respectively.
In Fig.3 (a) , the groove was smooth at the beginning, and then changed to be rougher with crack propagation near section a-a. Nevertheless, in Fig.4 (a) crack was not observed even cross section b-b, which was measured at 2 mm from the edge of workpiece.
The critical depth of cut that was measured near the transition boundary (cross section a-a) shown in Fig.3 (b) was 0.67 m by orthogonal cutting. In Fig.4 (b) , as the torsional vibration was added with the same cutting condition, the depth of cut of 3.46 m for ductile mode cutting was achieved. 
Discussions
In Fig.3 , the critical depth of cut was less than 1 m. Fz did not occur. Moreover, crack was observed by orthogonal cutting. From the viewpoint of fracture mechanics, the compressive stresses were existed in X and Y directions. Nevertheless, it was less in Z direction. Therefore, mode (shearing) or mode (tearing) of fracture might occur in the vicinity of tool tip as shown in Fig.5 (a) . In Fig.4 , the critical depth of cut was larger than 3 m. Fz was also generated.
Nevertheless, crack was not observed by torsional vibration cutting. The reason for this improvement is hypothesized that the compressive stresses are existed in X, Y and Z directions. They caused the stress intensity factor at crack tip to reduced until it became less than the fracture toughness. Therefore, crack propagation due to pre-existing flaws was suppressed as shown in Fig. 5 (b) . This result was consistent with the previous study by Yoshino et al. [4] . He has reported that the critical depth of cut was found to increase significantly in scratching test on brittle material under hydrostatic pressure. Experimental results for oblique cutting In Fig. 6 , the critical depth of cut was realized larger than 3 m. In this case, as shown in Fig.6 (c) , Fx, Fy and Fz were generated. Though there were small subsurface cracks beneath the cutting surface, a large crack did not appear in oblique cutting. These results strongly supported the above mentioned hypothesis that the crack propagation was suppressed in 3-dimensional compressive stress condition generated in the cutting process.
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Conclusions
The torsional vibration cutting method was proposed to realize ductile mode cutting of glass material. The experimental results show that the proposed method can increase the critical depth of cut for glass material larger than 3 m. The main reason for the improvement of critical depth of cut by torsional vibration is hypothesized that 3-dimensional compressive stress condition at the vicinity of tool tip is able to suppress the crack propagation. In addition, the oblique cutting was also conducted to confirm the hypothesis. The experimental results show that the critical depth of cut more than 3 m was also achieved. From these, the hypothesis is strongly assured by the experimental results.
